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>Playing music saved us from going nuts<

childhood Trauma and the sound works of Beiruti Artists

of the civil war Generation

THOMAS BURKHALTER

>>Yes, I have a trained ear. I know if some-

one is lying from the tone of his voice. I
1eæned this from listening to our politi-

cians<<

JoELLE KHOURY, PIANIST (2006)

llf-2006, the night before the war between Israel and Hizbullah started, I sat

in an Italian restaurant in East Beirut. With me were Cynthia Zaven, a

Lebanese pianist and composer, and Catherine Cattaruzza, a Beirut based

graphic designer. Caftaruzza explained: >>Tonight, Israel will bomb the

airport or the electricity station, or the air force mightjust fly over the city

and produce sonic booms. The sound waves might break your windows -
it's best to keep them open<<. My companions made jokes fuIl of black

humour and laughed a lot.

For me, a Swiss ethnomusicologist inexperienced in anything like war'

it was not easy to fall asleep that night. The next moming, two deep

>booms< came, long before the wake-up call. The BBC World News report-

ed that the Israeli air force had bombarded Beirut Intemational Airport. The

following night was worse. Israeli planes produced one sonic boom after

the other. They sounded like heavy thunder, but louder, Each explosion was

accompanied by short cracking noises. It felt as if the sky would crash
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down on us. Immediately I had superstitious thoughts. Should I go out on
the balcony to observe what is happening? Definitely notl should I record
those sounds? No! Don't push your luck! A >boom<, very deep and aggres_
sive, ended the spectacle: the first real bomb was fired from a ship into
Southem Beirut. The city fell quiet. Birds sang.

The war distressed me partly because it seemed to mean the end of mv
field research in Beirut. For the musicians with whom I had been workins-
this was much more than just another war. It was a painful return to ,"*J_
ries of their childhood, during the Lebanese civil war from 1975 to 1990. ln
my long discussions with them about their music, they had sometimes
mentioned the importance of specific >sonic memories< in their work. I did
not direct them toward rhis topic. I had worried that they might choose to
tell me of war memories, thinking that a swiss researcher would find them
interesting and exotic. I knew, too, that I would never truly understand what
they had experienced in their lives. Many musicians born during the civil
war told me that they know all the weapons of war just by listening to their
sounds. They claimed that they could hear the exact trajectory of a rocket in
flight, and thus could tell whether it was a direct danger to them or not. >I
remember the departures and arrivals of the rockets and bombs< explained
Cyril Najjar, a metal and gothic musician:

>>I used to hear the departures, stop breathing, and breathe again after the bomb had

not fallen on me. When you hear a bomb it is a good sign: it means it did not hit you

If you don't hear anything, it means it is so close, you just feel the blast and you arr
dead. This is something remarkable about the war<. (Najjar, 2006)

Najjar and many other Lebanese seem to understand by direct experieucc

the first and main biological function of headng: it orients us and locateS

acoustic sources. Sound is linked to movemenq hitting each other, tho

molecules in the air create acoustic waves. Depending on our position, vrÈ

hear these waves in different frequencies and intensity. As the ear

the waves, the brain categorizes the sounds as dangerous and

or as comforting (Hellbrück 2008:17). In my many interviews with

nese musicians, this topic recurred often. Some musicians went a step

ther, asking cynical questions full ofblack humour. >>Is war good ear

ing?<, >Can listening to the weapons of war replace musical exercises?<.
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In fact, one year of fieldwork in Beirut had made these musicians in-

creasingly foreign to me. At the beginning, they seemed simply waûn, open

and welcoming. The more I got to know them, the more complex they

seemed, and in some ways disturbing, They showed many of the socio-

psychological effects that are discussed in literature on traumal, and on the

post-traumatic stress symptoms of Lebanese society as a whole.2 >We have

paid a heavy price for this community. Let those who would comment

üghtly on us beware<<, writes Jean Said Makdisi, the sister of Edward Said.

Her writings seemed to warn me.

>>We are unforgiving judges of those who have not shared our experiences. We are

like a secret society. We have our own language; we recognize signs that no one else

does; we joke about our most intense pain, bewildering outsides; we walk a tight-

rope pitched over an abyss of panic that a novice does not even perceive, let alone

undersmnd. We æe provoked to anger and fear by the smallest detail while suffering

calamity calmly. We are, each of us, bundles of nerves wound up so tightly into little

balls of extra-awareness that we bounce off the walls of our personal and collective

catâsíophes with an apparent ease. Every new battle, every new death, every new

car bombing and massacre, every new piece of bad news is felt by each of us as a

personal injury to be borne silently.3

Despite this >warning<, the musicians seemed to talk openly to me, the

ethnomusicologist from Switzerland. Perhaps they enjoyed the fact that I
did not understand all the hints and connections and thus would notjudge
them too readily or put them into the typical categories used by a Lebanese

insider. Because of their openness, I decided, after the 2006 war, to focus

my work more on their war memories, especially their sonic memories. I
wanted to understand how these sound artists remember the sonic qualities

of their childhood years, and how these memories affect their artistic work

I Sutton, Julie P.: Music, Music Therapy and Trauma - International Perspectives,

LondonÆhiladelphia: Jessica Kingsley Publishers, 2002.

2 Khalaf, Samir. Civil and Uncivil Violence in Lebanon - A History of the Inter-
nationalization of Communal Conflict, New York: Columbia University Press,

2002.

3 Makdisi, Jean Said. 1990. Beirut fragments - A war memoir, New york: persea

Book, S. 21 1.
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today. Beyond these specific questions, I wondered how the audible sp¿çs
that surrounds us throughout our lives affects our manner of listening ¡s
music or sound and of producing music or organising sound.

This essay approaches the 2006 war and the Lebanese civil war through
the ear and discusses music by Lebanese artists bom during the civil wm.
Through these examples, I offer reflections on the complex interrelations

among childhood, war, trauma, and music-making. But despite the particu_

lar focus of this essay, I would never wish to determine these artists' crea_

tivity exclusively through trauma and childhood experiences. I focus mostly
on three artists: the sound designer Rana Eid; Raed Yassin, and his media-
piece CW Tapes (Civil-War Tapes); and the trumpet player Mazen Kerbaj,

a pioneer in the scene for Free Improvised Music in Beirut. In order to
understand, at least in part, the traumatic experiences of these aftists, we
should begin with the Lebanese civil war, through descriptions of its tragic

events by eye- and ear- witnesses.

THe LeerNEsE Grvu- WRn:
A TnnuunTIC EXPERIENCE FOR THE EAR

As already indicated, Lebanon endured a long civil war between 1975 and

1990. This tragic event involved many forces beyond the Lebanese people.

Because Syria's main interest was that Lebanon not be split into two states,

it always took the side of whichever camp was weaker at the moment.

Israel, at first, sought revenge for Palestinian attacks conducted from Leba-

nese territory; af a later stage, it helped the allied Maronites against the

PLO and the leftist and communist parties, Libya, Iraq, Iran, Saudi Arabia,

the Arab League, the United Nations, the USA and other states were also

involved, supplying armaments to the different militias.a Palestinian refu-

gees had lived in Lebanon since 1948; their number increased after 1967,

and after the expulsion of the PLO from Jordan in 1970. The various groups

who sided with the PLO had different sponsors, either Iraq or Syria, and

different goals. Some wanted only to protect the Palestinians in Lebanon;

some wanted to attack Israel; others hoped for a revolution in Lebanon. The

4 Hanf, Theodor: Koexistenz im lftieg - Staatszerfail und Entstehen einer Nation

im Libanon, Baden-Baden: Nomos-Verlagsgesellschaft: 1990.

palestinians sided with leftist and communist parties who were interested in

radical changes of the status quo's In 1984' no fewer than 186 waring

;;;;t *itti ¿itre'"nt backgrounds and ideologies' sponsors' grievances'

and visions were engaged inlhe armed struggle' >This bewildering plurali-

O îi "J"*r.n", 
u"ã 

'hif 
ing targets of hostility has rendered the Lebanese

expenerrceall the more gtippi"g and pathological< 
6

The Lebanese expenenced the war not as one but as a series of events -

as a nevet - ending, tragic composition' charactenzed partly through its

unexpected changes Uetween noise and silence' Depending on the region'

the quarter, the street or the house one was living in' the battles were one

ðay faraway, another day too close' >This is not a war' this is a way of

tving<<, explains a man in the documentary film Beirut - The Last Home

MoviebyJennifer Fox (1988)' The film offers insights into the daily life of

a rich Christian famity living in East Beirut - it's the family of Sharif

Sehnaoui, one of the founders of the Lebanese scene for Free Improvised

music. 
.we 

see the Sharif and the family members working in the garden

and cleaning the house, while we hear shooting and shelling close by' To

forget the harsh realities of war' the women depilate their legs' and the men

compete with each other in car races through the narrow streets of the Leb-

anese mountains' Bombs' rockets' missiles' grenades' gunshots' hand gre-

nades and a >>shower of Katyushas<t became an ordinary thing' The ear was

>constantly affronted not onty with explosions' bullets' screaming jets' and

sirens, but also with the sound of glass shattering (or' later' the so-familiar

sound of glass being swept up)' of the anarchic traffic negotiating ever

naffower streets and smatùr neigtrbortroods"'8 "We 
have by now become

experts in the science of killer soundso' writes Mahmoud Darwish ln I982'e
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5 KroPf, Annika: >OPPositionsbewegungen im Libanon - Zwischen Systemerhalt

und SYstemveränderung'< Beiträge zur Politikwissenschaft: t90,2oo'l , s.'75-:7'7

6 S. Khalaf: Civil and Uncivii Violence' S' 240f'

7 Fisk, Robert' 2001' Pity the Nation - Lebanon at War' Oxford: Oxford Universi-

ty Press 1990, S' 487'

8 Makdisi, Jean Said' Beirut fragments - A war memoi¡' New York: Persea Book'

s.212.

9Darwish,Mahmoud.1995'MemoryforForgetfulness_August,Beirut,1982,
Los Angeles: University of California Press (Translated from the Arabic by Ib-

rahim Muhawi), S' 75'



while writing, the palestinian poet lives in the besieged westenì paft ofBeirut, constantly bombed by the Israeri army. >,How to descrihe tr^
battles? How to capture in words the horror of tl , ---'"- urose

remporarv rean Said Makdisi, facing the ,.#ï.iffì1".i:1,:.t"-*-
sound of the bartles - one eschews thunder and- rumble ., ;;';;.r, ï:weak ro express ir' Ir was a sound seemingly made by 

"' t¡" o*iirìi iirbeating gigantic drums under the earth and over it; a sound *b.ni;;;;:_
ster hatched out of the shelt of the earth<.10 The British n"*, .o....oonä,
Robert Fisk is one among many writers in various fields who ort"n'..rJ",o
noise and sound when trying to describe the honors of the Civil war. Theplanes returned again and again, he writes: >b
aerial percussion bombs above wesr Beirur. 

" 
JÏ:#J,i';:îr1ltff;

was collapsing< (Fisk, 2001). Mahmoud Darwish describes u ,r.nì,u."u,.
raid as a nightmare: >A nightmare coming from the sea >Enough! u"-"*n,,
[...] I can't surrender to this fate, and I can't resist it. Steel that trowt., oîyto have other steel bark back. The fever of metal is the song of ;ì,
dawn,..1l

It is impossible, of course, to understand war purely through listening tothe weapons. other media are needed to confirm or contradict our sonic
impressions, as witnesses often told me in interviews. Radio was the prima_
ry medium of information during the civil war. Many Lebanese b..un'"
addicted to radio, to speeches of the favoured clan leaders, and to propa-
ganda music that aimed to make sense of the chaos. >The radio is on con-
stantly, of course, and tuned from station to station, it provides the ratest
reports. casuarty lists are mounting. The battles have spread. The south is
ablaze and so is the north, the mountains and the cityrr] noUert ¡istis
account of the rore of radio stations during the civil war makes is fascinat_
ing and chilling:

>Beirutis had only to twist the medium wave dial on their transistors to hear the
brassy Hollywood theme music of euo Vadis, that c¡eaky rerigious epic of the
1950s which converted Robert Tayror into a christian along the Appian vr'ay. The
same music which once ushered the heroic Taylor into the forum of ancient Rome

210 | Tnovns Bunx HALTER

10 J.S. Makdisi: Beirut fragments _ A war memoir, S. 163.
11 M. Darwish: (Translated from the Arabic by Ibrahim Muhawi), S, 4.
12 J.S.: Makdisi, S. 44.
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had been stolen by the Phalange, whose >voice of Lebanon< expounded an exclu-

sively Maronite version of the daily news to its christian listeners. Across the city in

Corniche Mazraa, listeners who tuned to 240 metres medium wave were hourly

blasted by the music of >Allah Akhbar<, the o1d Nasserite marching song of the 1967

Arablsraeli war. It was the signal for another anti-isolationist news bulletin from the

>VoiceofArabLebanon<t'..].onthePhalangiststation,discjockeysplayedpop

records newly imported from Paris, interrupting their programmes for open-line

telephone discussions with listeners. There was even a gfotesque mutation of the

BBc,s >Any Questions< programme in which the inequities of leftists, communists

and their fel1ow travellers were damned in bloodthirsty terms. Every day' >Gema-

ye1,s daily disc< _ a ten-minute lecture on the integrity of Lebanon by Sheikh Piene,

the father of the Phalange - would be transmitted. The >voice of Arab Lebanon<

provided a mixture of pan-Arab sentiment and invective against the >isoiationist-

Zionist conspiracy<, longhand for the Israeli-Maronite alliance. To commemorate

Nasser's revolution - an event which still setved, so listeners were informed, to

>bind Lebanon to the Arab nation< - only Arab music was played. [...] The Leba-

nese government had only itself to blame for these illegal stations. Beirut's official

radio was heavily censored; sectarian kiliings and ceasefire violations went uffe-

ported. Demands for the closure of the private ffansmitters were met by the Phal-

angists with declarations that they possessed a 1egal broadcasting licence, issued

years before by a leftwing government minister. Ibrahim Kolei1at, the Mourabitoun

commander, claimed that his station could not be categofised as private since it

belonged to the >masses<<<.13

The main militias and communities had their own radio stations. These

were >supported by an extremely well developed and sophisticated media

industry - with their own broadcasting stations, newspapers, periodicals,

pamphlets, slogans, symbols and motifs - competed in gaining access to

potential recruits, clients, and converts<<.14 Through the radio also came

propagandu music, The Lebanese Forces (>LF<)tt had a huge propaganda

13 R. Fisk: Pity the Nation - Lebanon at War, Oxford, S' 145f'

14 S. Khalaf: civil and uncivil violence in Lebanon - A History of the Interna-

tionaiization of Communal Conflict.

15 Bashir Gemayel, the commander of the Phalange or Kataeb militia, founded the

Lebanese Forces in 1978; it unified various christian militias, but was clearly
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machine, inspired by Nazi Germany. rn 2006, when living in East Beirut
during one of my stays, I heard that people still played all the Lebanese
Forces' anthems loudly on their balconies. These propaganda songs became
part of the collective memory of many Lebanese - the ones who were in
favor of the LF and the ones who hated them. Raed yassin, one of the
artists featured in this essay, remembered trying to listen to the radio: peo_

ple were not at all able to enjoy listening to these radio broadcasts at the
time. There were loads of cuts between the songs. sometimes the radio was
manipulated, and you suddenly heard the enemy speaking through your
radio. They tried to manipulate the memories of the people<. Many people
Yassin knows started their own small radio stations during the war. often,
the range of their broadcasts was not more than one square kilometre. >But
it made the >owner< of the >station< and his or her friends very happy<,
Yassin explained:

>In the shelters one could not always catch the airwaves, so someone often went up
a bit, listened to the radio and brought the news down to us. Many became addicted

to news; they did nothing else than listening to it. This experience of hearing all
these terrible happenings is a very deep memory for many Lebanese<. (yassin

2006).

The more these sounds of the bombs, along with the media, mixed with
sounds from the close environment, the more traumatic they became. At
crossing points between East and West Beirut, a battle of loudspeakers took
pafi. While Israeli loudspeakers urged civilians to leave West Beirut, pales-

tinian speakers informed them >that their womenfolk would be raped by the
Phalang<.16 The most challenging noises came from dying people; parents

tried everything they could think of to keep their children from hearing

them. The fighters and militiamen shouting around one's house were an-

other sound of fear. >We have come to cleanse your area of terorists<,
shouted the Israeli officers on their patrol along Hamra Street in 1982.t1

dominated by Gemayel's Kataeb. After the civil war, the Lebanese Forces be-

came a political party.

16 R. Fisk: Pity the Nation - Lebanon at War.

17 Ebd. S.384.
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For many Lebanese who experienced the war, it never ended' They have

told me that it sticks deep in their memory, and that there was never a true

reconciliation between the different parties. The 2006 war between Israel

and Hizbullah, the street battles around the elections of President Michel

suleiman in 2008, and the instable situation at the Israeli./Lebanese border

prove them right. war can restart at any minute in Lebanon. The following

pun of this essay draws on interviews with three Lebanese artists, all active

in sound-related art forms. The three artists agree in finding strong relation-

ships between childhood memories of war-sound and their present artistic

use of sound, though the relationships are very different'

RRrul Elo: Muslc, AND Ornen Sout'¡os oF WAR

In2005,RanaEidtoldmehow'forher,warwascloselyrelatedtomusic.
RanaEidwasbornasthedaughterofaSunnifamilyin.WestBeirutin
19'76.

>Asachild'IusedtolistentoEgyptianmusicandtotheLebanesesingerFairuzon

my Walkman, just not to listen to the bombs anymore' This is what my mother told

me.Ialsousedtoplayonapiano,whiletherewerebombingsoutside.Tilltoday,I
can,t even think oftouching a piano again. And with music, as such, I still have a lot

ofproblems.Foralongtimelrefusedtolistentoitatall,becauseitwastoomuch
related to war< (Eid, 2005).

As a student at the university, Rana Eid started to record the sounds of the

city, and the voices of peopte, >> I was interested in people talking about

their war experiences. It fascinated me how the frequencies changed in their

voices when they recalled their tragic memories<<' Today' Eid works as a

sounddesignerformanyindependentLebanesefilms.Sheisnotreadyyet
to make music for music's sake. >I hope that one day my deep emotional

involvement with music will fade away and I can compose my own music'

I'm not ready yet. Sound design, however, feels safe for me<< (Eid' 2005)'

But she also said:

>Maybelcoulddoacomposition,butitwouldbeonlyhalf-hearted.Iflwereto
compose, I would want to be Sure that I could be very passionate and mature' I don,t
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want to be afraid of the sounds; I wan! to work with them at a very close distance. I
fear I would be very melodramatic in my music<<. (Eid, 2005)

For Rana Eid, as for most of her contemporaries, the 2006 war between

Israel and Hizbullah came as a big shock. It brought back many war memo-

ries. >Again, the Israelis attacked, again, I felt the same honor, but this time
it sounded different<, explained Eid, just after the end of the 2006 war (Eid,

2006). Others said the same thing: this war sounded different from what

they had expected. Eid experienced these new sounds as very frightening:

>The scariest thing of all was that I did not hear the sounds from the first
war. The airplanes sounded so different, more mid-range, and less high

frequency, This freaked me out completely< (Eid, 2006). Eid felt lost and

disoriented. She was not capable of locating the airplanes through the ear

anymore; she had expected that she could do so. >My father told me that it
is impossible. The planes that drop bombs fly high up and very slowly. You

don't hear them. The ones that race over the city and fly through the sound

barrier don't bomb anything. They are just here to scare people< (Eid,

2006). The apartment of Eid and her husband Nadim Mishlawi - a sound

designer and musicians as well - is located between the sea and Southern

Beirut, the main target in the 2006 war. >>'We heard the departure of the

missiles from the boat. The missile flew over the house, and then we heard

the arrival in Southern Beirut<, recalled Mishlawi. >The departure sounds

are louder than the arrivals< (Mishlawi, 2006).

Eid and Mishlawi talked a lot about sounds that were new and unex-

pected to them, for example, the leaflets that the Israelis threw down over

Beirut. >You hear a very small boom when the package explodes in the air

and then releases all those leaflets. And then you hear the fluttering. You

are happy first, because it's only leaflets, but then you read them< (Eid'

2006). She also described the observation drones used by the Israeli army:

>This thing made a >zzzzzzz< sound, and it was observing and filming us

from above. It was as if a bad Gocl was watching us< (Eid, 2006). The

Israeli phone calls to Lebanese houses were experienced as a big shock: >It

was a recorded message that told us not to link up with Hizbullah<, Eid

remembered:

>The record was high quality, the male that spoke had a deep and dramatic voice,

but he spoke inconect Arabic; this freaked me out. It was very traumatic. The bombs
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come for evelyone; the phone call comes for me personally' The voice intruded into

rny home, into the most personai part of my life' I felt that they wouid rape my

territorY<<. (Eid, 2006)

The sound of the city changes completely during war' >You can't hear the

sound of life anymore' you ¿on't hear people in the streets anymore' The

,ã""u 
" 

the cars are different, they're passing so quickly to get home'

There is no pop music coming from the windows - I even started to miss

*" n"n singer Haifa Wehben (Eid' 2006)' Further' the cuts to electricity

changedthesonicenvironment.AndwhenHizbullahleaderHassanNasral.
lah was talking, the whole city fell quiet - his voice shouted from all direc-

tions, often with small delays' Eid and Mishlawi' like many other musi-

cians, talked about the issue of silence:

>Itwasthesilencethatwasthemostdifficultthingtotolerate'NormallyBeirutis

very noisy - and it has a speciai noise' different from London or Paris' Now' again'

we went from noise to silence; at 6 o'clock in the morning' between the bombard-

ments, you heard nothing' nothing; this was very unsettling' extremely unsettling'

you felt very out of place, very unstable' insecure' because sound really orientates

you, it giv"s a sense of belonging' a sense of structure' Once that sound changes or

goes away' you really feel you have been displaced to somewhere else< (Mishiawi'

2006).

The singing birds were another topic that came up very often: >>It was so

bizane.When the lsraelis started bombing in the early moming' the birds

started singing' And even when the bombing started at two in the morning'

the birds woke up and sang in the dark< (Eid, 2006). some published texts

also deal with the issue oi natural sounds in describing the civil war' for

example Al-Shaykh in one of her novels:

>ThisisSomethingthatirritatesmeaboutthewaf:naturefulfillingitsfunction

without missing a beat' The waves continued to crash on to the same rocks' the spray

boiled up and subsided' Only the sky was not its usual colour because so many

bulletshadbeensowninitanditstillboretheacridtracesofthefarewellrounds
fired on Your behalf<'l8

18 Al-Shaykh, Hanan: BeirutBlues' London: Vintage 1996' S' 65
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The most terrible moment for Rana Eid was when she finally heard one of
the sounds that was stored in her sonic memory. >The last morning of the

war, I suddenly heard this airplane sound that I used to hear as a child. It
was the most terrible moment for me personally in the whole war. There

was this whistle sound that was so traumatising for me< (Eid, 2006).

Rteo Yess¡ru: A CoLLAcE oF THE SouNDs oF Wen

Raed Yassin reacted completely differently from Rana Eid. While she

wanted to hide, he wanted to work on compositions such as his media-

collage CW Tapes (>Civil-War Tapes<). Raed Yassin was bom in Beirut in
1979 as a son of a Shiite family living in Tayouneh, close to the suburbs of
Southem Beirut. Yassin graduated from the Theatre Depaftment of the

Institute of Fine Arts in Beirut in 2003. He works in the fields of music and

audio, video, performance and visual arts; thus, like many Lebanese artists,

he works in several artistic fields simultaneously. Even before the 2006

war, he had started to work with the war sounds of his childhood. In his 23-

minute-long piece CW Tapes, Yassin packaged political speeches, sounds

of war, television tunes, radio jingles and commercials, disco tunes, synthe-

sizer pop and propaganda music from the Lebanese civil war. >All these

sonic memories from the war are still very fresh in our minds - even if
many Lebanese try very hard to erase them<<, he stated. The media piece is

built on material that Yassin obtained from radio archives, archives of

political parties, records shops, street sellers and individuals. To this, he

adds his own singing and whistling, along with various sound effects and

noises from radio transmitters, The piece uses various techniques of editing

and sound manipulation.

CW Tapes opens with the sounds that occur when one is tuning through

a radio receiver. Then bombs explode (0:46): not bombs of warfare, but

bombs of joy. >W'e hear detonations that exploded to celebrate the election

of the Christian leader Amin Gemayel in 1982<, Raed explained' At 0:58'

Gemayel praises the Lebanese resistance in a long speech, He argues that

the Palestinians will never be able to throw the Lebanese into the sea, thus

highlighting his people's worries that the PLO could become too strong in

Lebanon. At the same time, we hear Camille Chamoun far in the back-

ground: the former president, also an important Christian leader in the Civil

war, tells people how to get rid of the Palestinians' According to Yassin'

>Chamouninthebackgroundissayingopenly'whatGemayelinthefore-
ground is actually saying, but not so clearlyo' The speeches contrast with

the kitschy song that foriát'' by 1980s synthesizer hero and pop star Sami

Clark (3:00)'

>While collecting material from the Civil war' I started to love Sammy Clark and

other artists from the so-calied Franco-Arab pop scene' These songs sound different

from the mainstream Arabic pop music that used a lot of string instruments at the

time. Sammy Clark and others used these extreme synthesizer sounds' and some-

times even synthesized voices' It's extremely kitschy' and extremely funny' They

piayed a lot of cover songs from the West as well' Their lepertoire and sounds show

how much the Lebanese were connected to 1980s pop globally - despite the war<'

To Yassin, these songs are fascinating: because of their kitschyness; they

seem so detached from the realities of war' The lyrics of the song in the

background say, >Baby, let's go dancing<' A bit later (7:55)' we hear the

breathingofnewspresenters:Yusti"cutouttheirwords'leavingonlythe
sounds of their breathing, and placed them one after another' A mix fol-

lows, with a news ¡inglJ from Sawt Al-Shab' the radio of the communist

pafty; a news ad to' pi"u and macaroni; and the news jingle from the

Christian right wing station Voice of Lebanon (8:22-8:35)' This jingle

aired when very bad things had happened' >>For many Lebanese it is still

very traumatic to hear ltt', yassin explained' The melody of the jingle is

well known: it comes from the soundtrack for Shaft' written by Isaac Hayes

in1971.From10:56,CWTapesrecreatestheatmosphereofradioprograms
played during the day: >During the day there was often no hot news' So the

radio stations used to fill theii programs with someone talking about fash-

ion design, or listeners calling and asking questions about problems with

their kids<< (Yassin 2006)'

Further, we hear a lot of propaganda music from the various Lebanese

militias. Starting at 16:40, tirere is silence for twenty long seconds. >I use

silence quite often' Especially after these tense sounds' :U*t: 
*^1ì:iO-

ed<, Yassin stated, anihe added that silence was something very crucial in

war:>Silencewasthemostterriblething.Insilencewewerealwayswait-
ing for what was going to happen< (Yassin' 2006)' At 18:25' the popular
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Lebanese singer Philemon Wehbe enters with his piece >Naku immak ya

Loubnan< (>Lebanon, they fucked your mother<).

>>This song was so great. Wehbe was just fed up with all these Lebanese leaders.

One could buy his tape in street shops in East and in West Beirut. The street mer-

chants put the song on their speakers and we could hear it loud. He named all the

leaders that according to him fucked up Lebanon. Thus, his piece was crucial for my

piece< (Yassin,2006).

Yassin and his friends considered Philemon Wehbe as the only true protest

singer of Lebanon: >He is really smart, and he composed like Mozart. He

had worked for Fairuz in the 1950s, he was a great comedian, and now he

had decided to criticise the establishment<. At 20:20, Yassin uses an effect

on the voice of a news presenter to imitate bombs and Kalashnikovs: >As

children we would perform these fake guns and bombs with our mouth. The

>Bah< would be the bomb in our children's language< Then, CW Tapes

comes to a sudden stop: no fade out. Reactions to this piece are very differ-

ent inside and outside of Lebanon. In Lebanon, listeners focus mainly on

the content. >They react physically. Sometimes they are shocked to hear

these sounds again. After listening they start to discuss which ads, songs

and speeches they remembered, and which they did not<. Yassin himself

hears the piece aesthetically. >It was nice to put those heavily synthesized

sounds of Sammy Clark next to radio ads, for example<. He does not care

about the chronology of events in history. Some choices, however, were

meant to create interesting contrasts of content, such as putting speeches of

Amin Gemayel next to bombs of joy or letting different clan leaders com-

ment on each other. >I try to manipulate the memory of the people' I put

things together in a certain way, through sound design I put it into a kind of

a virtual space - it sounds like sounds deriving from another planet. It

becomes very abstract<,

Mnze¡r Ken¿ne: WAR, Nostntcll,
AND IMPROVISATION

'Whenever I asked Mazen Kerbaj about his sonic memories of his child-

hood, his eyes started to glow; he recalled very precisely the different
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sounds of the weapons of war' and his and his friends' ability to tell wheth-

er a shell was flying in or out' Mazen Kerbaj was born into a Christian

Maronite family in 1975' During the civil war the family lived in East

Beirut, crose to the green line. >I had the shooting and bombs in my ears

during my whole life<' he stated' They lived near the Rezk tower' one of

the highest buildings in Beirut' In their own house' eighteen bombs explod-

ed, Mazen recalled'

>>But the Rezk tower was much worse' It would receive bombs day and night' We

saw many bombs exploding' and then two seconds-later we would hear them' I

learned a lot about 
'ounO 

ut'lut time' And I learned that in war' one is not so much

afraid of what one sees' but what one hears<< (Kerbaj 2005)'

I spoke with Kerbaj several times' just after the 2006 war' >First' I just

wanted to leave' f *u'ï"ty ungty' u"d I was afraid for my son Ewan<' he

explained, >but then f rclt itrat I liked this new war' Somewhere in my brain

I found something f*t t'uppin""< (Kerbaj' 2006)' After t"n*'lt:::t:"'

"n"i"rO"U. 
>>It sounds terrible' but I was somehow happy to expenence

again as an adult, what I had experienced as a child' It was like going back

to childhood, to a time "ti ntå"t where we felt secure< (Kerbaj' 2006)'

Nostalgia for one's ti'if¿t'ooi'""ms a normal human behaviour not only in

u riunir" and >good< life' but also in a difficult one'

>Sometimes, I have to admit it' I almost feel nostalgic about this childhood in war'

and especially about these sounds of war' I know that to many people this sounds

shocking, but it is the truth' unfortunately' It seems that I'm nostalgic about this

time. Till the age of sixteen I spent my whole life in war' To me' wff was normal

and peace was an abstrac'tonttn'- as absurd and terrible as this might sound' It

was during these days of war that I loved Beirut most during the sixteen years since

the end of the Civil war< (Kerbaj' 2006)'

This nostalgia for the sounds of childhood seems to have different sources'

Kerbaj mentioned the fact that the sonic atmosphere of Beirut changed

completely; >Beirut is a very noisy city' It's only during a war' in between

t*o tornbr' where it falls silent< (Kerbaj' 2006)'

During the 2006 war' Kerbaj became an activist' He started a Weblog in

which he wrote and or"* pirto.", about his daily rife inside the war. The
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blog got attention from big media companies like cNN and Ar-Jazeera, andfrom many individuals at around the world. It was published as a b";ü"
2007.1e Kerbaj also recorded the piece Stany Night, playing trumpet on hisbalcony. We hear his trumpet, along with the bombs droppeO tV fr"*ri
warplanes. He uploaded the fire to the world v/ide web ano put rrr. r"il"i-
ing credits: >a minimalistic improvisation by: mazen kerbaj / ,.,no"i, ,i.
Israeri air force / bombs<. The Israeri pilots thus became ,ouno'uni.i..
Kerbaj is one of the main musicians in the Lebanese scene for Free Impro_
vised music, together with christine and Sherif Sehnaoui.2' ni. ,olo uliuì
brt vr' zrt krt t shows Kerbaj experimenting with distinct ,*.n0", ,".r_
niques and sounds. His trumpet brubbers, jars, and craps from the o."p"rito
rhe highesr frequencies. In rhe rrack Blblb Flblb, his rrumper rs rireã wiirr
water and thus creates deep bubbring sounds; it whispers softry and airily,
and screams in a high pitch. In Znfi,he plays the trumpet with a tube. He
sits on a chair, the tube around his neck and the trumpet between his legs.
In Taga of Daga, he uses another tube that is 5 meters tong. fn ia_
gadagadaga, he works with rhythmic pattems. The cD offers a library of
sounds that Mazen Kerbaj produces on his trumpet. within each of the
different tracks, there is little change, but we hear that Kerbaj controls those
sounds and we hear his rhythmic precision.

one day, the Austrian trumpet prayer Franz Hautzinger told Kerbaj that
his trumpet sounds were very much like the sounds of helicopters and rif-
fles' This led Kerbaj to think about the relationship between the sounds of
his childhood and youth, and the sounds that he rikes and creates now.
Today, Kerbaj believes that his sonic memories determined, to a cer.tain
extent, which sounds he likes or dislikes. >I have, for example, a very spe-
cial relationship to silence< he said: >>I was always afraid of silence. In
silent moments we were always afraid of something worse to come<<, On
the other hand, Kerbaj states clearly that musicar taste and perception keeps
changing - through listening, musical education, and practice. Kerbaj iden_
tifies, as his main influence, the Free Improvised Music scene in Europe.

19 Kerbaj, Mazen: Beyrouth: Juillet-Aout 2006, paris: L'Association, 2007.
20 Burkhalter, Thomas: >Mapping out the sound Memory of Beirut: A survey of

the Music of a war Generation.<< In: Franck Mermier [Hg.], Itinéraires Es-
thétiques et Scènes culturelles Au proche-orient, Beirut: Institut Francais du
Proche-Orient, 2007.
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Thoughherecentlylinkedhisinterestinsilencetowartimeexperiences,his
uU"nrton to silence has also been nurtured through the composer John
'Curgt, 

discussions about silence' and his silent piece 4'33"' Kerbaj be-

ti"ä, tnut the war influences come in unconsciously'

LI¡¡TS BETWEEN TRAUMATIC EXPERIENCE AND MUSIC

Intheinterviewslheld,someartistsarguedthatlistenerscanheartheart-
lrtr' uroni. memories<< in the way they organise their sound material' Just

uìt", tt " 
2006 war Kerbaj listened back to a recording he had done with

Raed Yassln and Ricardo Allias on July 12' 2006' the day before the war'

As he observed,

>It was interesting to listen to that trio' after having lived one month through the

soundscapes of war. The relationship between the sounds of war and our music is

evident. It's not so important that this sound sounds iike a helicopter, and this one

like a rifle; it's mo¡e the overall sonic output' Free Improvised Music in Europe

sometimes seems to resemble the sounds of animals' In our music' however' you

hear mainly urban soundscapes: drones' airplanes passing' and things like that<

(Kerbaj 2006).

Despite Kerbaj's emphasis on >>the overall sonic output<' in the end he is

talking about drones, and airplanes again' Yassin and his CW Tapes piece

,ugg.i, a different emphasis' In a way' CW Tapes \s typical of many of the

aesthetic approaches I observed in Lebanon' There is no overall aesthetic

idea that holds the CW Tapes piece together: >This is one of the main dif-

ferences from electro-acoo'tit music made in Europe<' Yassin'announced'

>>I'm an Arab artist; I grew up in a chaotic world' And I use the audio mate-

rial from my surroundings in the way I want' and I feel comfortable< (Yas-

sin 2006)' CW Tapesuses different techniques of editing and sound manip-

ulation;mostoftheworkisdoneonProToolssoftware'Theeditingap-
pears very rough: we hear no slow fade-in or fade-out' but a lot of cuts and

immediate changes. >I thought that rough editing would fit in this piece

very well<, Yassin explained' He bonowed from the aesthetics of radio

stations and popular music in the 1980s: very rough mixing' and many

abrupt changes. >I mixed this exactly in the way the radio programs did
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during the time. They used to play songs, then put another on, stop it, and

talk nonsense. It's like a >war< between songs, a real mess<<. A lot of care

goes into the choice of sound qualities and textures. Here again, the sound

design resembles the popular soundscape of the time to a great extent: we

hear a lot of kitschy sounds and timbres. Quite often, we hear archival

material in its original quality. Sometimes, however, it is sent through

samplers and filters. Sound qualities and textures are a more important

criterion for the anangement of the sound material than the actual content

of the speeches or songs:

>My work derives directly from my environment. I saw how close relatives got

killed; I lived in Beirut when it was destroyed, and when it was reconsftucted. I lived

like a nomad, and had to move bet\üeen many homes, between Beirut and the Leba-

nese mountains. In my artistic work, I love to deconstruct and reconstruct sound and

media files. I feel at home when I work with the sonic material that surrounded me

during my life. However, I organize this material in the way I want<. (Yassin, 2006)

Yassin's explanations suggest that a childhood in war, or in a chaotic envi-

ronment, might influence a musician's music at very deep levels. One can

indeed read many of the aesthetic approaches of Beiruti artists of the war

generation in that way. These musicians' definition of music is broad. They

rework, re-anange and/or imitate the sounds of their city and the noises of

war with the latest sound software. They have a specific knowledge and

taste for sounds and textures, and a very fresh, playful and direct approach

to music and music making. They move rather freely between what is often

distinguished as high culture and low culture. One of their strengths is to

create an authenticity of emotion, a quality of honesty, sincerity, and truth-

fulness of musical expression. Further, they do not shy away from imper-

fection, accidents, chaos and failure; in this, they resemble many previous

modemist and experimentalist artists in Europe and the US'

HIsTONICNL POSITION OF THESE ARTISTS

The musicians I discuss come from a very particular context. In this sec-

tion, I discuss their position in three respects: their generation, their socio-

economic place and the international stylistic context of their art. Obvious-
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ly,generationemergesasamainforce'Theseartistsexperiencedtheirfirst-*'uí,rn"civil 
war, as children' not as adults' "When 

you're very young' you

don't perceive the war the same way' In 2006' I felt responsible for my

friends, for my brothers, for my family' Within the civil war' we felt that

we lived a normal life' Probably we experienced it at the right age<' the

rnusician Cyril Najjar told me iNu¡¡ut' 2006)' Many other musicians told

me similar stories'

In the documentary film Beirut - The Last Home Movie' by Jennifer

Fox (1988), the family sits together in the shelter' often with friends from

the neighbourhood, during heãvy bombardments. They play cards, smoke,

drink arak, and dance itt" *'ut Levantine dabké' The young Sharif

Sehnaoui and the other children seem to enjoy the situation: they have the

attention of the whole family upon them' They play games' watch animated

cartoons and are allowed to stay up late' Everyone ignores even the loudest

explosions. Imprisoned by the war' the family creates its own private world'

in which they pretend'o 1'u" un ordinary everyday life' They Çonstantly try

to convince themselves and their children that they are happy' According to

Jean Said Makdisi, >It occurs to me that the children rather enjoy these

crises, that is, until true terror strikes' Everyone is at home; having become

thoroughly irrelevant, discipline collapses' No-one is told to be quiet and do

his homework. Bedtime is any time and no time' Daddy' one ear on the

radio, the other on the noise outside' will indulgently if absentmindedly

agree to play a game in an inside room to try to fight off their fear<<'2l

Many parents did not let their children feel the war too much' Still' in the

long term - and the Lebanese civil war was very long - this probably did

not work, According to Khalaf' children's daily routines and conventional

modes of behaviour were inexorably caught up in the omnipresence of

death, tenor, and trauma:

>Their schooring, eating and sleeping habits, praygrounds, encounters with others'

perceptions, daydreams and nightmares' their heroes and role models [ "] Even their

games, their language became a1i warlike in tone and substance' Their makeshift

toys, much like their fairy tales and legends' mimicked the cruelties of war' They

collected cartridges, empty shells, and bullets. They played war by simulating their

own gang fights' They utquitt¿ sophisticated knowledge of the artefacts of destruc-

21 J.S. Makdisi: Beirut fragments - A war memoir' S' 37
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tion just as earlie¡ generations took delight in identifying wild flowers, birds, and
butterflies. There is hardly an aspect of Lebanese children's lives, and this is certain_

ly more so for adolescents who were involuntarily drawn into the fray of battle, that
is exempt from such harrowing encounters. They have all been homogenized by the
menacing cruelties of indiscriminate killing and perpetual anxieties over the loss of
parents and family members. These and other such threats, deprivations, and indig_

nities continue to consume their psychic energies and traumatize their daily life.
Successive generations of adolescents have, in fact, known little eise<.22

A second factor is that most of these musicians, though not Raed Yassin,

come from a well-educated, upper class background.

>I didn't get injured, and I was almost angry that I was not tested more. We were

bystanders, and war tourists in Beirut. The bombs went down in South Beirut, we

however leaved in other areas. It took us time to realize that we were safe. We were

watching TV. It was like having the war without the suffering. On the other hand

this was the difficult thing: it was really tough to see that you couldn't do anything<

(Kerbaj,25.9.2006).

Like many other sound artists in Beirut, Mazen Kerbaj comes from a well-

off and educated family. People of this class did not live where the bombs

actually fell. Rana Eid confirms this:

>>In this war we knew that we were not targeted directly. Israel bombed Southern

Beirut. And because this area is only 10 minutes from our house, it was extremely

loud and I was extremely afraid, but I was not scared for my iife. In the civil war,

however, I was afraid of the sound; I was afraid of dying, I was afraid for my whoie

family. In this war I heard the departures and the detonations of the bombs. It was

the sound of death of others. It was really a strange situation. You know that no one

will bomb you, so you become like an observer - but one that is still afraid< (Eid

2006).

Rana Eid's words highlight the importance of the geographical, ideological

and social position of the listener. Most of these artists are, to a certain

22 S. Khalaf: Civil and Uncivil Violence in Lebanon - A History of the Interna-

tionalization of Communal Conflict, S. 238.
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extent, >>safe<< bystanders' They have to time to observe' to reflect on the

happenings artistically' and to share their ideas with a larger audience' Still'

the civil war and the 200ã war affected all the Lebanese' All suffered from

;;;*", including the rich and educated' Among the musicians' some

saw the death of famity members or friends with their own eyes' >There is

hardly a Lebanese today who was exempt from these atrocities either di-

rectly or vicariously as a mediated experience' Violence and terror touched

virtually everyone<<' wntes Khalaf' remembering the civil war''3 And he

continues:

>The Lebanese have been homogenized by fear' terror and grief' but remain divided

and powerless in identifying and coping with the sources of their anguish' Hence'

they are gripped by a crushing sense of impotence and entropy They are bitter but

cannot direct or mobilize their fury and rage toward recognized targetsn'24

Though these Lebanese artists may reflect Lebanese experiences in their

work, their style comes from international sources' In general' they know

relatively little about Ottbtt music25 but a lot about sound textures' They

are very well informeJ about the history of the arts and the latest cultural

developments worldwide' Mazen Kerbaj and Raed Yassin stated clearly

that their major musical influences come from Europe and the US'26 For

Kerbaj the album Ma'chine Gun - Automcttic Gun for Fast' Continuous

Firing,by the German Frce Jazz pioneer Peter Brötzmann' was a revela-

tion. Later he learned music from Ftee Jazz and Free Improvised Music

albums by musicians tun,t' from Albert Ayler' Evan Parker' and Michel

Doneda to Vinko Globokar and Axel Dömer' Raed Yassin's CD shelf in

Beirut is full of the works of contemporary aomposers including Karlheinz

Stockhausen, Iannis Xenakis and such musique concrète pioneers as Pierre

23 8bd.,s.236.

24 Ûbd,s.243.

25 Burkhalter, Thomas: >>The Aesthetical Approaches of >Avantgarde< Sound-

Artists in Beirut<< Bahithat (Lebanese Association of Women Researchers) Vol'

14'Màrz20l0' :,^, À ..ôñ,

26 Burkhalter, Thomas: >Tarek Atoui - or: Reflections on the New Musical Avant-

Gardes of the 21. Century<. In: Indicated by Signs. Bonner Kunstverein, Goethe

Institute Kairo, 2010'
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Schaefer and Luc Ferrari. Unlike Kerbaj, Yassin listens to Arabic music ¿g
well: the Egyptian singer Asmahan Omar Khorshid, who combined surf-
guitar and belly dancing grooves, and others. popular styles and ideas like
grime, mashup, and recently psychedelica seem influential, but also mu_
sique concrète, noise music, and drone music.2t Many of these Lebanese
musicians are very competitive worldwide. They often perform in Europe
and the u.s., and sometimes receive financial support from international
arts funders. Bringing together the >globat musical zeltgeist< with the local
sonic phenomena of war, these musicians and sound artists attempt to >>cre_

ate sense out of chaos<, to bonow Anthony Storr's phrase. storr states that
music is not an escape from >reak< life, but a way of ordering human expe_
rience.28 This is exactly what I heard in a performance by Tarek Atoui and
the Staalplaat Sound System in the Club Transmediale in Berlin in 200:.,
and on Tarek Atoui's latest CD, released on the Most Aux Vaches series of
the well-known Staalplaat Label,2e Tarek Atoui is a Lebanese sound artist
who lived in France for many years. Today he flies back and forth between
France and Lebanon. On his laptop, Atoui creates soundscapes full of rup-
tures, cuts and contrasts - a mash-up of intense noises, digital frequencies,
and samples from field recordings, voices (Arabic, English, Chinese, etc.),
media files from radio and TV, popular music (Arabic strings, Chinese
Opera, etc.), war sounds, and much more. These sounds reach us in differ-
ent qualities, from lo-fi to hi-fi, and compressions, MP3 to Wave. Atoui
adds reverb, distortion and other effects. He sends the resulting sounds to
the left and to the right channel, and to the foreground and the background
of the speakers.

When I saw him perform onstage, Atoui used a joystick to steer the
sound program MAX/MSP. His body remained fixed while his music dived
through chaos, with polyrhythmic structures and noises deriving from all
possible directions. Then his body would start to move as breakbeats and

27 T. Burkhalter: >The Aesthetical Approaches of )Avantgarde< Sound-Artists in
Beirut< Bahithat (Lebanese Association of Women Researchers) yol. 14.Màrz
2010.

28 Stor, Anthony. 1992. Music and the Mind, New York: The Free press, S. 182f.

29 T. Burkhalter: >Ta¡ek Atoui - or: Reflections on the New Musical Avant-

Gardes of the 21. Century.< In: Indicated by Signs. Bonner Kunstverein, Goethe

Institute Kairo.
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hardcore drum'n'bass began to structure the soundscape-beats well-known

in poputu. music and club culture' >I want my music to be a violent mes-

,"* t hope, of denying all forms of repression and of believing in peo-

iiã* *Uo^".d right to freedom" (Atoui' 2006)' Atoui told me' In Berlin'

Atoui controlled his laptop sometimes' and sometimes his laptop seemed to

control him. >We fucrciup' we lost control<' he told me after a perfor-

mance, very unhappily' This is what today's world is about' I thought: we

aresurroundedbyinformation'bywar'bytenor'byahugenumberof
media sources. lt seems like we have lost control' and still we have more

opúons and possibilities than ever before'

l¡¡renpnerlvE AND PourlcRl- Penspecrlves

How do sounds heard during one's childhood and youth translate into one's

laterartisticexpression?Towhatextentdoesthistranslationhappencon-
scioustyorunconsciously?Isitanessentiallymusicalprocessorapsycho.
logical process or is it part of an artist's performance' and a representational

strategy?

To find out, in detail, which elements of the music derive from the

globalZeitgeist, and which from the experience of war' lies far beyond the

irop" of this article. Probably' even trying to answer this question is non-

sense.Thebundleofinfluencesandforcesthatleadtheartisttoproduce
music is almost impossible to untangle - for the scholar' but for the musi-

cianaswell.Musicisamulti-dimensionalphenomenoninwhichmany
musical and non-musical dimensions are interwoven'3o Sound artists and

musicians from Beirut are constantly influenced by a huge number of musi-

cal and non-musical fbrces, from the psychological trauma of the Lebanese

civilwar,toimpactsfromsurrounding>ideoscapes<'>mediascapes<'>finan-
cescapes<, >technoscapes< and other >-scapes<<' as Appadurai would call

them.3r

30 T. Burkhaitel: >Between Art for Art's Sake' and Musical Protest'

cians from Beirut react to Wæ and Conflict'< In' Popular Music

MaY 2011, Vol 34, No'2' 2010'

31 Apiadurai, Arjun: Modernity at Large - Cultural Dimensions of Globalization'

Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press' 2003'

How Musi
and Society.
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At the same time, these musicians actively Íy to create their own spe-

cial music, pushing a variety of limits, and using the possibilities of our
digitalized and transnational world. Raed Yassin made the decision to col-

lect the sonic material of his childhood and to create his piece CV/ Tapes

with it. However, it is difficult to reconstruct precisely how he finally built
the piece, how and why he took this or that musical decision while working

on it. A lot happens by coincidence and the criteria for this or that decision

can be musical and non-musical.

Only one thing seems clear: the translation of the sounds from one's

chitdhood into one's music happens on both conscious and unconscious

levels. To understand the unconscious pafts, we may look into literature on

sound psychology and socialization of music. Here we learn that the first

years of our lives are crucial for our capabilities of hearing, enjoying and

later working with sound. Kleinen (2008) suggests four phases of musical

socialization. According to Kleinen the first stage, from birth to adoles-

cence, is characterized through a basic openness. The child is oriented

towards the parents and the wider family, and this orientation shapes the

child's musical behaviour, preferences and repugnances. This process leads

to a repertory of songs that the child loves to listen to and to sing (Kleinen,

2008, p. 56). Inspiration comes also from the surroundings: from the noises

of the city, the birds one hears sing - and thus also, in the case of the musi-

cians of Lebanon, from the sounds of war and the noise of propaganda. In

short, the child first takes over the cultural model of its environment.32

Depth psychology argues that these founding elements of our childhood

affect our whole tife. There is, however, the question of how. And we have

to be careful - especially in the case of war. Not every child exposed to

potentially traumatic events becomes neurotic, or psychologically i11, as an

adult. There are many factors that can give a life of a traumatised child a

positive tum - and this may happen in many different situations and at any
11 _..

age." This point is important. Many of the musicians lrom Beirut experi-

enced traumatic incidents; however, it is not at all clear how these influence

their music today.

32 Dobberstein, Marcel.: Die Psychologie der musikalischen Komposition, Köln-

Rheinkassel: Verlag Christoph Dohr 1994.

33 Nuber, Ursula.: Der Mythos vom frühen Trauma - Úber Macht und Einfluss der

Kindheit, FranKurt am Main: Fischer Taschenbuch Verlag 2000, S. 75-78.

TheLebaneseartistspositionthemselvesinvariouswaysinrelationto

their early experiences oi*ut' Mazen Kerbaj talked about the interrelations

between the sounds of war and his music' for the first time' to a foreign

i"u*ufirt during an interview in Berlin' rather than to a writer in Lebanon'

>Maybe one hears the Lebanese Civil war in our playing<, Kerbaj told the

joumalist. Later, in conversation with me' Kerjab qualified this statement'

oAfter the interview we laughed about my statement a lot' Sherif and Chris-

dne Sehnaoui and me' Hoi'euer' the more I thought about it' the more it

became clear, that this might be more than a joke<,3a was his answer thus

just a strategic move'o ui'*"t all the questions about >authenticity< that

foreign joumalists, intemational funders' or we scholars keep asking? At

the same time, it seems clear that his answer was more than a joke - Kerbaj

himself says so too' In seeking further understanding of the relation be-

t*een childhood experience and composition, one might tum to the litera-

ture of phenomenology3s and its discussions of 'embodied 
knowledge<'36

Theoretical discussions of memory are also promising' Rather than analyz-

ing the extent to which the trumpet sounds of Mazen Kerbai resemble the

sounds of machine guns and hehåopters' it may be better to see how Kerbaj

actually remembers these sounds' and how he reconstructs and re-creates

them. Thus, Mazen Kerbaj would be at the centre of our interest' and not

the machine gun or the hiicopter' Siegrid J' Schmidt3? is helpful here: he

analyses the act of memorizing u' u p'ott's of the present' and not of the

past. According to him, memories do make sense in the present mainly - in

34 M. Kerbaj: Beyrouth: Juillet-Aout 2006' Paris: L'Association'

35 Husserl, Edmund: Die Konstitution der geistigen Welt' Hamburg: Felix Meiner

1984.

36 In phenomenorogy of perception (1945), Merleau-ponty emphasized the role oL

the body in human experience' >When I leflect on the essence of subjectivity' I

find it bound up with that of the body and that of the world' this is because my

existence as subjectivity (= consciousness) is merely one with my existence as a

body and with the existence of the world' and because the subject that I am'

when taken concretely' is inseparable from this body and this world< (Merleau-

PontY, 1945, S' 408)

37 Schmidt, Siegfried J': Gedächtnis und Erinnerung : zut Etinnerungspolitik der

Gegenwart' In: Zeitgeschichte' Jg' 33' H'2 (2006) Innsbruck' Studien Verlag

2006, S. 53-58.
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this case for Lebanese musicians who try to cl.eate their personal musical
identity.

Aleida Assmann's work on the social nature of memory is helpful here
too. According to Assmann, while each person has his or her own personaÌ
memories, and a special view of the memories of the different groups he or
she belongs to (family, ethnic, social, political, nation, etc.), individual
memory cannot stand alone. An individuat's memories are connected to
memories of other people and created, affirmed and fixed through social
conversation. According to Assmann, our individual memory is undepend_
able and cursory. she cites Maurice Halbwachs, who argued in the 1920s
that a lone human being would not be capable of creating memories at all.
Assmann thus defines the memory of the individual as a >communicative
memory<, when I asked Raed yassin whether he actually remembered all
those sounds that he put together in his piece cw rape, his answer was
significant: >>some ads, songs and speeches I did actually remember. others
I discovered while doing my research. And some tracks I got from friends<
(Yassin, 2006). Fur.ther, Assmann emphasizes the memory of a generation,
citing Halbwachs and Karl Mannheim, who argued that each individual is
very responsive to experiences that would shape his or her whole life when
he or she is between 72 and 25 years old. Thus, each generation shares
certain values of seeing the world, and takes possession of the world in its
own distinctive way. Each generation creates its own access to the past, not
allowing the generation before them to tell them what perspective they
should take on it. In our Lebanese case, the members of this generation of
musicians remember the war and communicate their memories similarly,
because they discussed their experiences, and fixed their memories while
communicating with each other. Musically, then, we could expect to find a
shared, communally-formed version of the war. Assmann also observes that
the memorialization of traumatic events, such as the Holocaust, usually
begins after fifteen to thirty years. The situation in Lebanon conforms to
this timeframe: the civil war ended in 1990 and only now is there a genera-
tion of musicians, and arlists from other disciplines as well, who wor.k
extensively on the topic. Before, the war was mainly a taboo topic; now,
this generation does what Assmann calls >>memory talk< or >conversational

remembering<'" Assman" also argues that most of our memories >>doze<< in

us until they are awakened by an external incident' For the Lebanese artists'

the 2006war' or questions ubou. ,h. war from foreign journalists, would be

such an incident'

According to the Lebanese anthropologist Samir Khalaf' Lebanese so-

ciety is generally not too open about >psychoanalytic counselling and ther-

apy<. However, he writes that the >>scars and scares<< of war have left a

>heavy psychic toll<, and he sees it as highly problematic that >they are

bound to remain masked and unrecognized and' hence' unattended too'3e

According to him, the trauma displays itself in >pervasive post-stress symp-

toms<, >nagging feelings of desialr and hopelessness<' >wlgarization and

impoverishment of puUíic Hfe<'->>erosion of civility<' the >routinization of

violence, chaos, and t'ear < and much more'ao The generation of musicians I

worked with trîes to deal with the psychological burden, and to un-mask

some of the crucial issues' It may be that these musicians and sound artists

use musiç as a self-therapy (a well-known method in trauma therapy)'

Music therapists worldwi;e use music to treat victims of trauma'at Free

improvisation is used especially often' Music can function as a bridge to

ffavel from the present úack to the past' Maus further argues that trauma

can be worked out with creativity: otvtusic herps retum.the listener to the

pleasures of sensory involvement that trauma destroys"'42 Many musicians

seem to agree with this' The Lebanese rapper Wael Kodeih told me that

music to him is a kind of psychoanalysis' Mazen Kerbai seems to agree:

>I think in playing musíc I go again through my experiences of war' For me' this is

very important - or 1et's say: it seems important' as I iike it a lot' Most people here

live in deniai of what tras happened. They alr say that they love each other, but the
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38 Assmann, Aleida: Der lange Schatten der Vergangenheit' Erinnerungskultur und

Geschichtspolitik, Bonn: Bundeszentrale für politische Bildung 2007' S' 28

39 S. Khalaf: Civii and Uncivil Violence in Lebanon - A HistorY of the Interna-

tionalization of Communal Conflict' S' 2321'

40 Ebd.

41 Maus, Fred Everett: Music and Sexual Abuse Conference >Feminist Theory &

Music - Speaking Out of Placeab< McGill University' Montreal (Conference

PaPer) 2007'

42 Ebd.
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war is stiil in their body and mind. I think we have to keep it in the open so that this

ugly history does not repeat again. Whenever I say this to Lebanese people, they do

not want to listen. So music is my way of communicating these issues - unfortunaþ_

ly for a small audience< (Kerbaj, 2006).

About his recording Starry Night Kerbaj argues similarly: >To be honest, I
preferred to stand on the balcony, to play trumpet and to record those

bombs, rather than to stay in the living room and go crazy. V/hen you play,

you shift your brain, and you hear those bombs as sounds, and not as killing
machines. Just to continue working helped many of us to stay sane< (Ker-

baj, 2006). Raed Yassin spoke similarly: >During a war your life changes,

and your way of work changes. You have to take decisions quickly. We

decided to work, and to document in real time. Playing music saved us

from going nuts< (Yassin,2006).

After completing CW Tapes, Raed Yassin did not share the piece with
members of the different political parties from which he got the original

material. >I'm really shy to go back now to these people and show them the

final piece<, he told me. >They will immediately hear that CW Tapes is

very critical about their political positions, and I don't know how they will
react<. It is no surprise that Raed Yassin has still not released CW Tapes

officially. Apart from his concern about the responses to the politics of the

piece, another problem is that he does not own the rights to release it, be-

cause of its use of bonowed material. >I'm afraid to release it in Lebanon.

because some parties or musicians might ask for a lot of money<<, he said.

However, he is thinking of releasing it on a foreign label, as a limited edi-

tion. >No one cares about these small foreign labels anyway<.

From a local, socio-political perspective, one can argue that these musi-

cians work for change in Lebanon, by creating non-commercial and non-

programmatic music in this highly commercialized and politicized society.

In working on the Lebanese Civil war they further approach a big taboo.

Overall, these musicians are part of what Hanf calls the >sceptical nation<<:

they believe in a multicultural and multi-confessional Lebanon that is open

to the world, but still they are sceptical about it.a3 The music of these musi-

cians and sound artists is thus an attempt to create an alternative identity,

43 T. Hanf: Koexistenz im Krieg - Staatszerfall und Entstehen einer Nation im

Libanon.
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rooted in their crose environment, but open towards the world. It is influ-

enced by foreign and local forces but it aims to sound personal' and beyond

self-exoticism and propaganda' Whether it succeeds in doing so is an ap-

prop.i"t" topic of debate, both within Lebanon and outside its borders'

ANHANG
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Music, Affect and Memory Politics

in Post'Yugoslav SPacel

ANA HOFMAN

In the slovenian newspaper Delo on June 7, during the second festival of

fort-vogortuu activist cnìirs', Zdenko Matoz quotes Gregor Tomc' a soci-

ãiogirt td me*be, of the Yugoslav punk band Pankrti' as saying that

choral singing is, in any case' outdated' It is neither cultural resistance nor

pofiti"uf ,ã¿l.utlr*' Newly founded post- Yugoslav choirs' he goes on'

bring nothing new' unexpected' or disturbing: 
->their 

activities are pure

nostalgic escapism, wtrictr is itself bearable' but the problem begins when it

starts to be marketed as resistan<<3 Once again' Tomcos statement confirms

1 The following text is an introduction to the issue Music' Affect and Memory

Politics in Post-Yugoslav space (Southeastern Europe Journal 39'2 (2015) I

thank Tanja Pehovié and Luis-Manuel Garcia for reading the eælier version of

the article, and for their helpful and inspiring comments' I also thank Martiû

Pogaðar for his cæeful reading and significant help in clæifying language is-

sues.

2 These >self-organized choirs< were founded after 2000 in almost all former

republics of Yugoslavia-Croatia' Macedonia' Serbia' and Slovenia' For more

aboutthechoirs,seePeffovió,Tanja2011.>Thepoliticaldimensionofpost-

social memory practices: self-organized choirs in the former Yugoslavia< in:

Südosteuropa, Jg' 59-3 (2011)' p'315-329; Hofman' Ana: Glasba' politika'

afekt: novo Zivljenje partizanskih pesmi v Sloveniji' Ljubljana: ZRC SAZU

2015,

3 Matoz, Z: >Nostalgija, ki se jo trZi kot upor?<' Delo Online Journal 7'6' 2013'p'
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